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WEEK ENDING 12/14/2008.

08-0626P. CRIMINAL MISCHIEF. 12/08/08

On this date at approximately 12:04 AM a USF student broke an electronic key reader at Residence Hall One. The incident has been referred to student affairs. Sergeant Ewing investigated, the case status is closed.

08-0631P. CRIMINAL MISCHIEF. 12/09/08

Between the hours of 2:30 PM on 12/08/08 and 8:00 AM on 12/09/08 an unknown person or persons broke off a door knob from the southeast elevator in the parking garage. Approximate value of the damage is $30.00. Sergeant Ewing investigated, the case status is open.

08-0640P. GRAND THEFT. 12/12/08

On this date at approximately 10:37 AM a USF student reported that between the hours of 8:30 PM on 12/11/08 and 8:00 AM on 12/12/08 an unknown person or persons broke into a sailboat at Haney Landing. It was discovered that the door latch to the cabin had been broken and several items totaling approximately $890 had
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been taken. 
Officer Young investigated, the case status is open.

08-0643P. GRAND THEFT. 12/12/08

On this date at approximately 3:34 PM a USF student reported 2 laptop computers were stolen from his room at Residence Hall One. The student stated the room was unoccupied and locked during his absence of 10 minutes. Officer Young investigated, the case status is open.

08-0647P. CARRYING A CONCEALED WEAPON. 12/13/08

On this date at approximately 2:00 AM a USF Police Officer observed a male subject slumped over a boat on the west side of Peninsula Drive. The subject appeared very disoriented and was not sure how he had arrived at that location. The subject stated he was a local resident and needed transportation home. During a consensual search for officer safety and prior to providing transportation assistance, a set of metallic knuckles was found on his person. The subject was arrested for carrying a concealed weapon and transported to The Pinellas County Jail. Officer Wasserman investigated, the case status is closed with one arrest.